**TNR is the only effective method of controlling the community cat population. The following are key studies demonstrating the efficacy of TNR and its value to local governments.**

**TNR reduces shelter intake and euthanasia for cats.**

- A 2016 study of eight years of data from San Jose Animal Care and Control determined that the implementation of a Shelter-Neuter-Return program reduced both cat intake and cat euthanasia.¹ Resources previously spent on cat euthanasia were reallocated to provide medical care to cats with upper respiratory infections.

- A study of shelter data over six years in Orange County, Florida concluded that after implementing TNR, cat euthanasia decreased while the number of complaints and calls about cats to animal control also declined.²

**TNR reduces the overall community cat population.**

- A 2002 study at Texas A&M University found a 36% reduction in the community cat population, coupled with a decrease in nuisance complaints only two years after TNR was introduced.³

- An eleven year study of community cats at the University of Central Florida campus determined that the campus cat population decreased by 85% after TNR was instituted.⁴

**Low-level culling (killing) of cats can increase the population.**

- A 2015 study on the island of Tasmania determined that the “low-level culling of feral cats” actually increased the cat population. Researchers found the number of feral cats increased by 75% at one site and 211% at the other site.⁵
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